IIASA Internal Organization Structure

**DIRECTORATE** (Decision Making)

- **Director General and Chief Executive Officer (DG/CEO)**
  - Pavel Kabat

- **Deputy DG/CEO**
  - Nebojsa Nakicenovic

- **Directorate Office**
  - Jan Marco Müller

- **IIASA Secretaries**
  - NMOs: Iain Stewart
  - Administration: vacant

- **Special Advisors to DG/CEO**
  - Chin Min Lee

**MANAGEMENT BOARD** (Advisory)

- (DG/CEO, Deputy DG/CEO, Program Directors, Department Heads, and Special Advisors)

**SPECIAL COMMITTEES** (Advisory)

- **INTERNAL RESEARCH COMMITTEE (IRC)**
  - (12 members representing all scientific programs, elected by research staff)

- **CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING (CDAT)**
  - (includes Young Scientists Summer Program and Postdoc Program)

- **DEPARTMENT HEAD COMMITTEE**
  - (5 department heads representing IIASA administrative and scientific support departments)

**IIASA RESEARCH PROGRAMS** (Program Directors)

- **Advanced Systems Analysis** (Elena Rovenskaya)
- **Ecosystems Services and Management** (Michael Obersteiner)
- **Energy** (Keywan Riahi)
- **Evolution and Ecology** (Ulf Dieckmann)
- **Air Quality and Greenhouse Gases** (Markus Amann)
- **Risk and Resilience** (Joanne Linnerooth-Bayer)
- **Transitions to New Technologies** (Arnulf Grübler [Acting])
- **Water** (Simon Langan)
- **World Population** (Wolfgang Lutz)

**IIASA DEPARTMENTS** (Department Heads)

- **External Relations, Communications, and Library** (Iain Stewart)
- **Finance and Sponsored Research** (Susan Riley)
- **Human Resources** (Tanja Laßnig [Acting])
- **Information and Communication Technologies** (Joe Undercoffer)
- **Technical Infrastructure** (Stefan Lendl)
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